
When COVID-19 began impacting veterinary practices in April, most of us scrambled to adapt.

We made quick changes to our existing workflows and we incorporated health and safety

recommendations into our established protocols as they were released. We hoped that this

pandemic would come and go quickly so we could return to our previous systems.

Unfortunately, that hasn’t happened. COVID has been with us for months and there is no sign of

us moving past it in the near future. Additionally, many of our practices are straining under a

summer caseload unlike any we have seen before. Something has got to change!

It’s time to reset and re-work our practice protocols so they function smoothly in our new

reality. We need to put aside the modifications we initially made to cope with the pandemic

and start with systems that are made for high caseloads and social distancing.

In this session, Dr. Andy Roark will break your standard wellness/emergency appointment into

pieces, and workgroups will discuss best practices and biggest mistakes for each component of

the appointment. From scheduling to communicating expectations to receiving patients to

discharge, we will discuss what is working and what is not so that you can find the inspiration

you need to build the system that will work in YOUR practice.

To get the most out of this workshop, you’ll need to have a clear understanding of what is

happening with appointments at your practice. That probably sounds simple, but most of us

really haven’t thought through exactly what our people are doing to get patients scheduled, in,

and back out the door.

It’s time to break YOUR appointments apart into pieces, examine the chunks, and then update,

upgrade and streamline all the bits and pieces. It’s time to set aside all the changes we made

when we were reacting to breaking COVID news and replace those pieces with realistic

practices that are both efficient and sustainable. Consider going through each section on the

worksheet with your leadership team and/or team leads to get a clear picture of what your

practice is doing and how your workflow could be improved.
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What communications are happening before pets arrive for their

appointments? 

How are people reaching out to your clinic? Is your front desk

making phone calls that could be text messages? 

Could an automated phone system improve your front desk

efficiency?

Could off-site phone support benefit your practice?

Does your clinic have a clear process for booking wellness and

emergency appointments? 

Do you need more emergency appointment slots to keep up

with the sick pets walking in the door?

How are your COVID policies being communicated to pet

owners? 

Do they know what to expect upon arrival?

Are clients able to fill out forms and provide information before

their appointments?

Are clients being asked to bring samples (eg fecal or urine)

when they come?

Are your team members being used wisely in this system?

Do clients know what to do when they arrive?How do you know

when clients arrive?

How do you know who has been waiting and for how long?

Can your staff find clients easily?

Are appointment expectations being communicated clearly to

clients?

Do you have a simple, efficient system for moving pet owners to

exam rooms or obtaining pets for curbside appointments?

How is the medical history being collected (if not electronically

before the appointment)?

Are clients being prepared to communicate with the

technician/doctor during the appointment?

Are your COVID policies being communicated clearly? 

Has your team been trained to communicate policies and

expectations for the visit?

1 Pre-Visit Communications
Describe step-by-step what happens in your practice from the time

a client reaches out to schedule an appointment until that client

arrives at the building. How could these steps be simplified,

streamlined, removed or outsourced? The following questions are

meant to help you consider changes that may be beneficial.

2 Receiving Appointments
Describe step-by-step what happens in your practice from the time

a client arrives in your parking lot until their pet is examined by the

veterinarian. 
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Does everyone know what their responsibilities are?

Is there a clear plan for communicating exam room findings to

pet owners?

Is your current communication level compatible with client

experience you wish to deliver?

Is your current communication system clear to clients and staff?

Does everyone know what to expect?

Do clients have the equipment they need to communicate?

Are clients available and accessible when needed?

Are learning aids of any type being used to increase client

understanding? (eg photos, videos, handouts, etc.)

How do doctors/technicians end appointments?

What discharge information is being communicated and who is

communicating it?

How are clients being cashed out (so that they don’t

accidentally drive off without paying)?

Are you using designated runners? If so, are they overwhelmed? 

Are they getting questions from pet owners?Are CSRs spending

more time on the phone to discharge?What is being done to

increase pet owner retention?

3 Appointments 
Describe step-by-step what happens in your practice from the time

the pet enters the building until the veterinarian finishes the

medical portion of the appointment (including diagnostics and in-

clinic treatment). 

4 Discharge
What happens from the time the doctor finishes the examination,

diagnostics and/or treatments until the pet owner drives away with

their pet (hopefully having paid their bill)? 

BONUS: If you have additional time, you might also considerBONUS: If you have additional time, you might also considerBONUS: If you have additional time, you might also consider    

what your practice is doing to follow up with appointmentswhat your practice is doing to follow up with appointmentswhat your practice is doing to follow up with appointments    

(to answer questions, provide notes, etc.).(to answer questions, provide notes, etc.).(to answer questions, provide notes, etc.).
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